2019 MOOVE Contest Registration

2019 ANCW MOOVE Membership Contest
(Make Our Outstanding Value Evident)
January 1, 2019-December 31, 2019

Our state __________________ plans to participate in this membership contest, understanding that our goal is to increase both state and ANCW membership by at least 1% and expand our organizations reach. We also understand that if we want to place 1st or 2nd we must also host one ANCW event or Toolkit activity and we must respectively add at least 2 and 1 ANCW lifetime, collegiate or junior members. To place 3rd, we must increase state membership by 1% and either host one ANCW event or Toolkit activity or add at least 1 ANCW lifetime, collegiate or junior member.

The ANCW membership totals will be updated regularly on the website and are available on request. Our state can establish our own base date for state membership and associated peak membership, and will calculate our percentage increase.

As of March 1, our ANCW membership was (refer to website) _____________________
As of the base date our state chose, state membership was: ______________________

Signature State President or Representative_____________________________________
Date_____________________

Deadline for contract return is Friday, June 1. Email to ancw@ancw.org with MOOVE Contest Registration on the subject line.